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Model membrane
myelin and cholesterol are often all found in the detergent resistant fraction of
biological membranes and are therefore recognized as raft components, but they do not necessarily co-
localize in the same lateral domains. From cell biological studies it is evident that different sphingolipid
species can be found in different lateral regions within the same cellular membrane. Biophysical studies have
shown that their tendency to co-localize with each other and with other membrane components is largely
governed by structural features of all lipids present. Glycosphingolipids form gel-phase like domains in fluid
lipid bilayers. Sphingomyelin readily associates with cholesterol, forming liquid-ordered phase domains, but
glycosphingolipids do not readily form cholesterol-enriched domains by themselves. However, mixed
sphingomyelin- and glycosphingolipid-rich domains appear to incorporate cholesterol. Recent studies
indicate that the ceramide backbone structure as well as the number of sugar units and presence of charge in
the glycosphingolipid head group will influence the partitioning of these lipids between lateral membrane
domains. The properties of the domains will be largely influenced by the presence of glycosphingolipids,
which have very high melting temperatures. The lateral partitioning of glycosphingolipid molecular species
has only recently been studied more intensively, and a lot remains to be done in this field of research.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The current view of the raft concept of domains in biological
membranes defines these ordered domains as enriched in glyco-
sphingolipids (GSL), sphingomyelin (SM) and cholesterol, although
their size and dynamics are still debated [1–3]. However, when
looking at the membrane composition it is becoming increasingly
evident that this is an oversimplification of the situation, since the
lateral organization of membrane components is a much more
complex process. Although this review focuses very specifically on
the importance of glycosphingolipids we shall not forget the
ll rights reserved.
importance of proteins for formation of laterally segregated domains
in biological membranes [4–6]. However, already in quite simple
(two to three component) lipid bilayers the lateral distribution of
each lipid component will be a complex function of the exact
composition and temperature of the system. The lateral structure of
membranes will also be influenced by physical phenomena like line-
tension of domains, membrane curvature and mixing conditions.
Therefore, when adding additional complexity to a membrane sys-
tem, such as proteins and hundreds of different lipid species, we
can only try to imagine the effects on the lateral organization of
lipids in the membranes. When it comes to the large variety of
sphingolipids the lateral partitioning of these has only recently been
studied more intensively, and a lot remains to be done in this field of
research.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbamem.2008.11.010
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00052736
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It has been clearly shown that SM accompanied by high enough
concentrations of cholesterol will form liquid ordered (Lo) domains in
fluid, phospholipid based model membranes (Fig. 1). These domains
are proposed to be similar in their properties to the “rafts” in
biological membranes [7–9]. Cholesterol is essential for formation of
the Lo-phase [10,11]. However, gel-phasemicrodomains can be formed
by saturated GSLs in bilayers even without cholesterol [12,13]. The
propensity of sphingolipids in general to participate in lateral ordered
domain formation stems from their saturated hydrophobic region in
the naturally relevant species. Ordered domains can possibly also be
stabilized by the hydrogen-bonding properties of sphingolipids at the
membrane/water interface. Although GSLs, SM and cholesterol are all
found in the detergent resistant fraction of biological membranes, it
does not necessarily mean that these lipids co-localize in the same
lateral domains (see Fig. 1 for a simple view of suggested domain
arrangements). From cell biological studies it is evident that different
sphingolipid species can be found in different lateral regions within
the same cellular membrane [14–17]. In a study on raft-associated
GPI-anchored proteins it was shown that there were significant
differences in cerebroside content in distinct detergent resistant do-
mains in the same natural membrane [18]. For GSLs in biological
Fig. 1. Simplified picture of different possible domain arrangements in model bilayer
membranes for glycosphingolipids (green), sphingomyelin (red) and cholesterol
(yellow) in a fluid phospholipid (blue) bilayer. (A) Separate glycosphingolipid gel-
phase domains and liquid-ordered domains formed by sphingomyelin and cholesterol.
(B) Glycosphingolipid gel-phase domain within a liquid-ordered sphingomyelin/
cholesterol domain. C) Mixed sphingolipid domain enriched in cholesterol.
membranes it has recently been noted that they form, not only “rafts”,
but also cholesterol independent glycosynapses (glycosignalling
domains), which in addition to being lateral domains also participate
in cell–cell interaction and recognition [19–22]. Already quite simple
GSLs, like galactosylceramides (GalCer), have a tendency to induce
interbilayer interactions [23]. A recent computer simulation also
provided evidence for such interactions, specifically mediated by
hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl groups from opposing GalCer
molecules [24].

The structure of GSLs varies widely with very large differences in
both acyl chain lengths and head group sizes and compositions. It is
therefore easy to conclude that molecules which are so different in
structure also behave differently when incorporated into mem-
branes. Our recent finding that even palmitoyl glucosylceramide
(GlcCer) and palmitoyl GalCer differ somewhat in their propensity
to form and partition into ordered domains in bilayer membranes
is indicative of how small changes in structure can influence the
membrane behavior of these molecules significantly [25]. What
drives the lateral segregation of GSLs and which features of these
molecules determine their lateral distribution? It is an elaborate task
to study the membrane behavior of all the different lipid species
known today. However, it seems necessary, if we want to be able to
understand biomembrane structure on the nano-level, to at least
study representative species of some subpopulations of structurally
similar species in model membranes. In this review we will
summarize the latest findings in the model membrane field on the
partitioning of GSLs between fluid and ordered membrane domains.
Some excellent reviews from the last few years nicely summarize
the earlier data in the field [17,21,26,27] and the reader is kindly
referred to these and other review articles in this issue for more
information.

Quite few studies have so far been published on the tendency of
glycosphingolipids to form domains in complex model membranes.
Techniques used to study lateral heterogeneity in phospholipid
bilayers have often been found to work poorly for these structurally
complex lipids and substantial methodological modifications are often
needed before understandable results are obtained. Of the hundreds
of different GSL species present in biological membranes, biophy-
sical studies have mainly been performed with a few representative
species. These include e.g., gangliosides GM3 and GM1, lactosylcer-
amides (LacCer), sulfatides and the small neutral monoglycosylcer-
amides (GlcCer and GalCer). The results gained from the studies in
model membranes are a good starting point for understanding the
complex biophysical behavior of these molecules. The general trend to
automatically assume that all sphingolipids will co-localize with
cholesterol in membrane domains is slowly fading as information on
the effect of sphingolipid structure on their partitioning behavior and
co-lipid interaction preferences is emerging.

2. Special structural features which distinguish GSLs from other
membrane lipids

The structural features in common for the GSLs are the sphingoid
base (mainly 18–20 carbons in length) and the long, mostly saturated
amide-linked acyl chain. Natural GSLs also often contain hydroxylated
acyl chains that will affect their membrane properties, usually by
increasing the gel- to liquid-crystalline phase transition temperature
(Tm) of the GSL due to an increased hydrogen bonding capacity
[28,29]. The Tm for a glycosphingolipid is usually very high compared
to a corresponding sphingomyelin or phosphatidylcholine, e.g., 85 °C
for N-palmitoyl-GalCer (PGalCer) [30] compared to 41 °C for N-
palmitoyl-sphingomyelin (PSM) [31,32]. Differential scanning calori-
metry has shown that several long chain GSLs exhibit complex
mesomorphic behavior with high chain melting temperatures and
irreversible transitions between different stable and metastable gel
phases [33–36]. Such behavior might originate from interdigitation,
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i.e. the perturbation of an acyl chain originating in one monolayer into
the other, as has been described for N-24:0-SM and for several neutral
and charged very long chain GSLswith different degrees of head group
complexity [37–40]. It has recently been suggested that such very long
chain LacCer in human neutrophil membranes would function in
stabilizing GSL enriched lateral membrane domains through inter-
digitation [41,42].

The structure of the polar head group may vary significantly,
ranging from one neutral monosaccharide residue to big assemblies of
carbohydrates and sialic acid, which gives the gangliosides their
charged nature. Because of differences in the head group structure, the
hydration of glycolipids is very different from that of phospholipids.
For example as reported by computer simulations the interaction of
water with oxygen atoms in GalCer (in a DPPG containing bilayer at
80 °C) resulted in a strong water ordering effect because of the
formation of a spherical hydration shell around the head group and
due to the formation of hydrogen bonds [24]. On average each GalCer
made 8.6+/−0.1 hydrogen bonds with the surrounding water, and the
carbohydrate head group was hydrated with about 10–11 water
molecules. A substantial increase in the size of the head groupwas due
to extensive hydrogen bonding to water. Therefore a large hydration
shell, which increases with the number of sugar residues is seen for
the glycosphingolipids [43–45]. Their membrane behavior is governed
by a balance between the repulsions between these large head groups
and the attractive interactions, involving intermolecular hydrogen
bonding and hydrophobic interactions between the saturated hydro-
phobic parts of these molecules. Smaller GSLs have high Tm values and
a tight lateral packing density in bilayer membranes [8,46,47], but the
Tm will decrease for GSLs with larger head group structures [27]. For
gangliosides it is evident that also the hydrophilic head groups can
undergo rearrangements leading to cooperative changes between
metastable phases in a ganglioside enriched bilayer [48].

As expected from their high Tm values GSLs tend to segregate from
low Tm phospholipids in mixed membranes [49,50]. As a consequence
GSL-enriched domains have a tight lateral packing density [47]. The
lateral organization of acyl chain matched SMs and GalCers have been
shown to differ when compared in monolayers at the air water
interface [51–54]. GSLs with similar ceramide moieties have higher
lateral packing density than corresponding SMs or glyceropho-
spholipids [51,53,54]. The dense lipid packing seems to make
cholesterol less miscible with GSLs compared to chain matched SMs
at temperatures below the Tm of the sphingolipid [55]. Studies of the
distribution of different GSLs in cellular membranes have mainly
focused on the head group but have neglected to consider the
importance of the acyl chain. It is, however, evident that the acyl
structure will influence the membrane behavior of GSLs as well
[56,57]. A few biophysical studies have taken the acyl chain
composition into consideration and in combination with the knowl-
edge of ceramide structure in naturally occurring GSLs some
information on how acyl chain composition affects the partitioning
between lateral membrane regions can be gained. It has been shown
by fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy that the partitioning of
several different GSLs between domains in different phase states in
modelmembranes is largely governed by the acyl chain length [13,58].
However, general rules for predicting GSL partitioning between
membrane domains are hard to find and, as will be discussed below,
this becomes even harder with increasing complexity in the structure
of the head group.

3. Small neutral GSLs segregate in fluid membranes

The thermotropic behavior of small neutral GSLs has in general
been shown to be very complex [52,59–61]. The phase behavior of
GalCer and GlcCer with varying acyl chains has been summarized by
Koynova and Caffrey in 1995 [62] and LacCers were recently discussed
by Li et al. [52]. The chain-melting phase transition temperatures of
these GSLs are usually a lot higher than for biologically relevant SM
and glycerophospholipids [62].

The possible co-localization of some acyl chain defined GSLs and
cholesterol in the same ordered domains in mixed bilayer membranes
was recently explored in a fluorescence quenching study. The GSLs
studied were GalCer, GlcCer and LacCer with a palmitic acid in the N-
linked position (PGalCer, PGlcCer and PLacCer, respectively) [25]. The
formation of sterol-enriched domains in a fluid bilayer was examined
using cholestatrienol (CTL) as a fluorescent reporter molecule,
selective for sterol-enriched domains, together with a quencher in
the disordered phase. Quenching data for another probe (trans-
parinaric acid, tPA) showed that ordered domains were present
initially in the PGalCer, PGlcCer and PLacCer containing bilayers. The
stereochemical orientation of one hydroxyl group in the sugar moiety,
as seen when comparing GalCer and GlcCer, affected their domain
forming properties. When no other sphingolipids were present in the
bilayers, GalCer (at 30 mol% bilayer concentration) formed ordered
domains which dissociated with increasing temperature in a
complicated two step process. GlcCer at the same concentration was
shown to form domains with a more cooperative dissociation
behavior, but lower thermostability. The saturated GSLs, which have
very high Tm-values, were probably forming gel-phase domains in the
fluid 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC)
matrix of the mixed lipid bilayers [12,55].

Computer simulations on glyceroglycolipids comparing glucose
versus galactose derivatives have also revealed differences in their
behavior [63]. When the order parameter (Smol of carbons 4–16) of the
acyl chains were examined at 70 °C, both dipalmitoyl galactosylgly-
cerol and dipamitoyl glucosylglycerol had more ordered acyl chains
(both sn-1 and sn-2) than dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine at the
same temperature. The orientation of the carbohydrate head group in
the two glycoglycerolipids was similar, but it was noticed that the
affinity of the galactose head group to participate in hydrogen bonding
was higher than that of the glucose head group. The galactose
hydrogen bonding was mostly between lipids, whereas the simula-
tions indicated that glucose hydrogen bonded more to water than
galactose. This is also in line with previous physicochemical studies
which have indicated that galactoglycerolipids confer higher stability
to membrane phases than the corresponding glucoglycerolipids
[64,65].

The domain forming behavior of LacCer showed that the size of the
head groupwas not themajor determinant for the capacity of the GSLs
to form ordered domains as it behaved quite similarly to the
monoglycosylceramides [25]. It was also shown that pure LacCer or
GlcCer can form lateral domains that contain some cholesterol,
whereas those formed by pure GalCer largely exclude the sterol [25].
The conclusion was drawn that the strong cohesion between PGalCer
molecules leads to packing constraints that hindered the partitioning
of sterol into these domains. Cholesterol also has only moderate
effects on domain formation by mixed brain GalCers [66] and solid
phase immiscibility of PGalCer with cholesterol at temperatures
below the Tm of the glycolipid has been reported [55]. However, a
contradictory study using vibrational infrared spectroscopy to look at
GalCer/cholesterol/1,2-di-palmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DPPC) mixtures, in which the formation of small domains was clearly
seen, indicated that cholesterol preferred to interact with GalCer over
interacting with DPPC both above and below the Tm of both lipids in
this highly saturated bilayer system [67]. An extensive overview of the
behavior of small neutral GSLs and SMs with cholesterol in mono-
layers was presented in 2006 by Brown and colleagues [54].

Recent studies on supported lipid bilayers and giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUVs) containing GalCer (with mixed acyl chains), choles-
terol and various fluid phase phospholipids imaged by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and fluorescence microscopy, respectively, have
revealed some details about the structure of domains in such systems
[68,69]. In the supported lipid bilayers the GalCer seemed to be
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distributed to the leaflet distal to the mica substrate rendering these
membranes asymmetric. The results from GUVs were comparable
with those from the supported lipid bilayers although the GalCer
domains in the GUVs were symmetric, with GalCer in both leaflets. It
was found that mixtures of 1,2-di-lauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocho-
line (DLPC)/GalCer/cholesterol at varying concentrations displayed
only gel-fluid co-existence, indicating that with this particular glyce-
rophospholipid, cholesterol was excluded from the GalCer-rich do-
mains [68]. In the second study samples contained 65 mol% 1,2-di-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), POPC or DLPC as the
fluid component. Here it was apparent that the interactions between
cholesterol and GalCer in three component membranes were largely
dependent on the fluid phase component [69]. It seems from these
studies that GalCer and cholesterol can form Lo-phase domains in
membranes where the interaction of cholesterol with the fluid phase
component is disfavored. According to these results, sterol partitioning
between domains will be influenced by length mismatch with the fluid
lipid in the hydrophobic region as well as by unsaturation of the acyl
chains and by cholesterol concentration in the bilayer [69]. The acyl
chain length also seems to be of importance for the distribution of
GalCer between different lateral domains in biological membranes [70].

SMs have been shown to form sterol-rich domains in mixed bilayer
membranes [71]. When neutral GSLs were incorporated into mixed
bilayers with POPC, SM and cholesterol the fluorescence quenching
results obtained both with CTL and tPA as the fluorescent probes
showed that GalCer, GlcCer and LacCer all associated with and stabi-
lized the (PSM)/sterol domains [25]. The neutral GSLs were in these
studies added in equimolar amounts to PSM. Unlike ceramides, these
GSLs do not exclude/displace sterols from SM/cholesterol domains
[72,73], but rather associate with these domains making them more
stable against temperature induced dissociation [25]. None of the
mono- and diglycosylceramides studied so far has been shown to be
very prone to associate with cholesterol when present as the only
high-Tm lipid in the bilayer. The presence of a SM in the same
membrane favored the association of the GSLs with cholesterol. The
observed stabilizing effect on PSM/sterol domains by GSLs suggests
that they in turn may favor the formation of sterol-enriched domains
in biological systems. However, there are yet no indications that any
other sphingo- or phospholipid could interact with cholesterol and
form liquid-ordered phase domains as well as SM does.

The above mentioned findings regarding their membrane proper-
ties might be implicated in the sorting of small neutral GSLs between
subcellular membranes, knowing that they follow different biosyn-
thetic and sorting pathways in biological systems [74,75].

4. The effect of charge in the GSL head group on lateral domain
formation

Many biologically relevant GSLs have charged sugar head groups.
Here we have chosen to take sulfatide (galactosylceramidesulfate) as
an example of howa charge in the head group of a GSLmight affect the
membrane behavior. We have chosen sulfatide for three reasons 1) it
is a fairly abundant lipid in biological membranes, 2) it has been
studied in model membranes to quite a large extent compared to
other charged GSLs and 3) the results from such studies are not
complicated by the effect of large head group structures as in some
other charged GSLs, like the gangliosides.

Sulfatides are negatively charged GSLs, which are minor consti-
tuents of most eukaryotic membranes but more abundant in the
nervous system and especially important in myelin membranes [76].
In many cells sulfatides have been found to function as receptors for
neurotransmitters, opiates, endorphins and a heat shock protein,
Hsp70 [77–83]. In the myelin membranes sulfatides take part in
contact formation between bilayers through interaction with GalCer
[84,85]. This interaction is of crucial importance for the stability of the
myelin in the central nervous system and the myelin membranes are
also highly enriched in both GalCer and cholesterol [85]. Sulfatides are
found in the detergent insoluble fraction of the myelin membranes,
which could suggest that they take part in lateral domain formation
[86,87].

Model membrane studies have shown that sulfatides are protected
against antibody recognition in a SM/cholesterol environment com-
pared to a phosphatidylcholine/cholesterol environment [88], sug-
gesting significant differences in the interaction with sphingolipid
versus glycerophospholipid richmembranes. A recent study used AFM
on supported lipid bilayers to look at the partitioning of sulfoglyco-
lipids in membranes compositionally resembling those of the sperm
plasma membrane [89]. The results showed that sulfatide was
localized in ordered domains in the supported bilayers. Studies on
the membrane properties of sulfatides have often been conducted on
biological mixtures of sulfatides with a wide variety of acyl chains of
different lengths and degree of hydroxylation [89,90]. It is quite clear,
as for the other GSLs, that the ceramide part of the sulfatide molecule
will influence their membrane properties [28,91]. The thermotropic
behavior of pure acyl chain defined sulfatides has been extensively
studied by Boggs and co-workers [28,92–94]. N-palmitoyl-sulfatide
has a transition temperature significantly lower than that of the
corresponding non-sulphated GalCer [28,95]. N-palmitoyl-sulfatide
was found to occur in two different gel phases of different stability and
the complex thermotropic behavior was highly dependent on the
hydration level [95]. A recent study of N-palmitoyl-sulfatide in mixed
bilayer membranes showed that this sulfatide at low, physiologically
relevant, concentrations readily partitioned into ordered domains
together with other sphingolipids, such as SM and GalCer, and
cholesterol [96]. Therefore, it can be concluded that sulfatide is most
likely to participate in lateral domain formation with other sphingo-
lipids also in biological membranes. However, when present as the
only sphingolipid in the bilayer the charge repulsions between
sulfatide molecules made them form ordered domains that were
very unstable against temperature compared to domains formed by a
corresponding GalCer at the same bilayer concentration [96].

The membrane properties of sulfatides have also been shown to
be dependent on divalent cations, such as calcium [28,78,97]. The
thermotropic behavior of sulfatide is dependent on the presence of
counter ions in a complex and acyl chain dependent way [28]. In the
presence of calcium a condensing effect on a pure sulfatide
monolayer is detected, indicating a reduction in repulsive forces or
an increase in attractive intermolecular interactions between sulfa-
tide molecules within the plane of the membrane [98]. In bilayers
composed of a saturated phosphatidylcholine mixed with sulfatide
the phase transition temperature is increased in the presence of mM
concentrations of calcium as determined by diphenylhexatriene
(DPH) anisotropy [78]. Similarly to GalCer, also sulfatide has been
shown to form an intermolecular hydrogen bonding network in the
head group region [99,100]. According to Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) the amount of inter- and intramolecular
hydrogen bonds of the head group are reduced within pure sulfatide
bilayers when calcium binds to the sulphate [97,99]. The binding
causes molecular rearrangements in the head group region so that
the bilayer properties of the molecules are significantly changed [97].
Calcium has also been found to stabilize the intermembrane
carbohydrate-carbohydrate interactions between GalCer and sulfatide
[101–103]. The thermostability of sphingolipid domains containing N-
palmitoyl-sulfatide will also be increased by the presence of divalent
counter ions, such as calcium [96].

5. The complex domain behavior of gangliosides

Gangliosides are structurally more complex than the GSLs dis-
cussed so far in this review. The segregation of these complex GSLs
into domains in biological membranes is a well established fact
[5,17,21,26]. This is a cholesterol-independent process since ganglio-
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sides can clearly segregate from other lipids both in the presence and
in the absence of cholesterol [104–107]. As noted by Sonnino et al. in a
review from 2006 [26] the special physicochemical properties of these
GSLs seem to be very important, if not even crucial, for the properties
of membrane domains in biological membranes. The cell biological
studies have however given controversial results regarding the
distribution of different gangliosides between lateral domains and
consensus on this point is apparently hard to reach. It is especially
important to keep in mind that glycosphingolipids are found almost
exclusively in the outer leaflet of the plasma membranes of cells. This
asymmetric distribution is often lost in the model membrane studies
discussed more extensively in this review. Long acyl chains in com-
binationwith an asymmetric distributionmight lead to interdigitation
of acyl chains into the opposing leaflet of the bilayer [38–40,108]. The
effects of such interdigitation on domain formation in the opposing
membrane leaflets is yet largely unknown. It also seems evident that a
redistribution of gangliosides, as well as other, membrane compo-
nents continuously happens during the life cycle of a cell and that
the distribution therefore might be hard to predict. It is, however,
becoming increasingly evident that GSLs are active components in
cellular events and that the redistribution of these membrane com-
ponents within the membrane plane according to certain stimuli
might be of crucial importance for signalling events at the cell surface.
A major challenge for the biophysicists in the field is now to correlate
the distribution of membrane components with these cellular events
and to study model systems that mimic snapshots of a cellular mem-
brane at a time point of interest.

The phase location of components of myelin membranes was
recently reported by immunolabelling of these complex lipid-protein
mixtures after Langmuir–Schaeffer film transfer to silanized cover-
slips [109]. The results showed that ganglioside GM1 in such mixtures
will be located in the liquid-expanded phase, whereas GalCer and
cholesterol will be found predominantly in the Lo-phase domains.
Another type of segregation has been seen with ganglioside GM1 in a
SM based bilayer, where GM1 ganglioside and cholesterol partitioned
into different domains, one sterol-SM domain and one GM1-SM do-
main [110]. GM1 can be inserted into one leaflet of supported lipid
bilayers by spontaneous transfer of up to 30% GM1 from a micellar
aqueous solution [111]. A study using this technique measured the
diffusion coefficients of Texas Red labeled 1,2-di-palmitoyl-sn-gly-
cero-3-phosphoethanolamine (TR-DPPE) in samples of 1,2-di-oleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC)/brain-SM/cholesterol with and
without GM1 through continuous bleaching. The average diffusion
coefficient for the probe in the bilayer was reduced by the addition of
GM1 by more than 50% [111]. Since TR-DPPE partitions preferentially
into the less ordered phase when phase coexistence occurs [112],
these results suggest that the addition of GM1 to a sample containing
20 mol% cholesterol, in which there is fluid phase separation, leads to
substantial rearrangements of the liquid-crystalline phase where the
diffusionwas reduced by 75%. From these studies it is evident that the
partitioning of a ganglioside like GM1 might vary significantly de-
pending on the surrounding lipids.

A monolayer study characterizing the interaction of GM3 ganglio-
sidewith POPC versus SM shows that this GSL has no direct preference
for either one of these bulk lipids [113]. The same investigators have
also reported that the cholesterol desorption from lipid monolayers to
β-cyclodextrin in the subphase is comparable from GM3 ganglioside
and POPC monolayers, whereas it is much slower from monolayers
composed of SM, indicating a stronger interaction between choles-
terol and the latter [114].

Studies like those mentioned above indicate that GM1 and
cholesterol would not readily co-localize. However, it has been
known for a long time already that GM1 and cholesterol can be
enriched in the same membrane domains, since these lipids are both
found in the caveolae [115,116]. In epithelial cells it has also been
shown that GM1, but not GM3, co-localized in the same domains with
cholesterol [14]. The varying results on co-localization of different
GSLs and of GSLs and cholesterol in cellular membranes can depend
on the methods used to detect them, but it might also be that cells at
different stages of differentiation or during different cellular processes
have their GSLs organized differently between lateral membrane
domains as indicated for example by studies on T-cells where
reorganization of GM1 and GM3 has been indicated during polariza-
tion [117].

One explanation for the varying results on GM1 partitioning might
be as Wang and Silvius concluded in 2003, that the partitioning of
gangliosides, like other GSLs, between different phases is largely
governed by the acyl chain composition, rather than by the head
group [13]. A study on the distribution of ganglioside GM1 between
gel- and fluid phases in two-component phosphatidylcholine mem-
branes has actually also shown that the preference of this ganglioside
for the so-called ripple-phase decreased with decreasing acyl chain
length or with increasing unsaturation of the chain [118]. However, it
has also been suggested that the partitioning of gangliosides between
domains will be dependent on the number of sugar residues in the
head group [26].

Clusters of GM1-rich domains within gel-phase domains in
phosphatidylcholine monolayers have been reported by AFM on
monolayers on solid support [119,120]. A recent monolayer study on
DPPC/GM1- mixtures focused on answering the question how GM1,
which displays liquid-expanded isotherms in surface monolayers can
come to reside in ordered domains in more complex lipid mixtures
[121]. It was found that the ganglioside condenses the DPPC
monolayer at concentrations lower than 25 mol% of ganglioside. A
model for a 3:1 DPPC:ganglioside geometric complex was proposed,
which could explain the formation of different kinds of domains in
this system when studied by AFM. This study indicates that there is a
different condensed phase formed by these stoichiometric complexes
in co-existence with DPPC condensed domains and DPPC liquid-
expanded domains in the monolayer. These results are supported by
computational simulations on GM1 effects on DPPC bilayers [122,123].
The addition of up to 25 mol% GM1 to a DPPC bilayer at 52 °C was
observed to lead to a condensing effect on the DPPC molecular area.
The addition of GM1 to a DPPC bilayer was also shown to increase the
simulated deuterium order parameter of the hydrocarbon chains
order profile, a result which is consistent with the GM1 induced
condensing on DPPC molecular area seen both in the simulations and
in the monolayer study mentioned above [121–123]. These results
indicate that gangliosides might form ordered domains or complexes
within ordered domains formed by other membrane lipids. Such
domains may with many techniques be hard to distinguish from each
other. In line with these findings GM1 was recently shown to be
enriched in the ceramide rich domains in supported lipid bilayers
showing three-phase separation into liquid disordered, liquid ordered
and ceramide rich domains [124].

6. Conclusions

GSLs segregate in biological and model membranes forming gel-
phase-like domains, which may be incorporated into other ordered
domains or exist as separate domains in the bulk fluid bilayer (see Fig.
1). The partitioning of different GSL species between lateral domains
seems to be a complicated function of their structural features
including both polar head group and ceramide backbone. Although
SM readily associates with cholesterol, forming Lo-phase domains, the
evidence indicates that GSLs do not readily form cholesterol-enriched
domains by themselves. However, mixed SM- and GSL-rich domains
appear to incorporate cholesterol. This might explain how all of these
components can be found in the same domains in biological
membranes. However, we should remember that in cellular mem-
branes GSL–protein interactions probably influence the lateral
segregation of these components.
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